
Does Music Impact People’s Education?

Many people wonder whether music can help students’ education. Some say listening to
Mozart helps improve learning, while others say the piece is insignificant to children’s learning.
In the end, it all depends on what type of person you are. People have different types of
intelligence, and it can affect how you learn best. Generally, if you have higher musical
intelligence, music can help you study and improve your learning skills better than silence. But
all people are different; some people without musical intelligence can study with music and
some people with it can’t. The reason why it works is that listening to music can activate both
hemispheres of your brain at the same time which can help you focus more. However, certain
types of music, such as loud and emotional music, are extremely unlikely to help you study no
matter what type of person you are.

When some people listen to music, it stimulates the brain by activating both the
hemispheres at the same time. When that happens, the brain can focus more, enabling you to
study better. If students can focus and study more in school, they can learn more easily and
faster, making them overall better students. This is especially with math where students have to
learn and memorize skills, solve hard problems and study mathematical concepts. This is why
music, specifically classical music, can help students learn better most of the time.

Even though classical music can help students learn better than in silence, all people are
different and therefore need different things for them to learn more efficiently. Everybody learns
differently and one of the things that can affect that is their intelligence and personality. There
are many types of intelligence such as musical, bodily-kinesthetic, natural, logical-mathematical,
linguistic, visual-spatial, interpersonal, intrapersonal, and more. The main type of intelligence
that affects whether or not music improves learning is musical Intelligence. People with musical
Intelligence can identify notes and sounds in musical pieces and enjoy music. A sign of musical
intelligence is when somebody can recognize the exact tune of a song and be able to repeat it.
This shows that musical intelligence has a big impact on students’ education.

In conclusion, music can help students learn better in some ways especially if they have
musical intelligence. The main way music helps is by stimulating the brain and allowing it to
process information better. The best type of music for studying is classical and more peaceful
music over loud and emotional pieces. All in all, music is a good thing to use when studying and
may help you learn better.


